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Alice J. Kennedy

NOTE: Thank3 for t-ie unioci'.in^ of the door v/hich led the author

to the f' scinatlng Icuid of the mini-- ture actors nhould be

expressed to the littln hoy v;ho six years ago -r.UE'_:ht to a

classrooT: in the F. . Day Junior High School in Newton a crudely

constructed ^lU'o^ot. AliTiOst immediately, although he v/as a roues'

from an unlmov/n land, the uncout little Vvooden figure f.-rev; in

the author's imagination until he seemed to ne ; r the perfection

thot later '.vas learned to exist in connection with Richard

Teschner's beautif -1 puppets, v/hile the rough marionette was

visioned a.s he mii^'ht v/alk and v;orl:^a- idealized figure among

settinn-s as rtistic as those of Gordon Craig, who is him.self

an advocate for the cause of the marionette in the theatre.

To Harold Lin^ergreen of Vesper G-eorge Art School, who

calls himself friend t; all puppets 8-nd their lovers, should

be expressed due tnanh.s for niuc : of the teclmical knov/ledge v/hi|h

has made it -cossible for the author to Dut into working form th|

sli^-htest su'-' -estion of the possibilities of the "ou^^^i-^t stage,

3 0 th-t 'roys '-nd girls might form for triomselves a vision of

the field which lies further in the work.

Fina;i,ly, to Professor Jose'nh R. Tay'^or O"^ Boston Universi'

tho author expresses thanks for t.ie inspiri- ti jn and appreciatio:li

of all the beauty and ^^.rt of the legitimate stage through knowl sdge

of its historical develonment and its modern achievement, -nuch of

which may be reproduced on a sm.all scale in tne miniature theati'-e

uhidh admits only the tiny wooden actors t: play the roles. Thpe

peo"olo h?.ve '"iveri the author the key to the door w':_ich leads to

the hap -y use of many l>i3ure hours, the door Wi.ic.i uiay be closed

upon the cares of a proble -ridden world, once one has entered.

Alice J. Kennedy
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Note

:

The terms "puppet" and "marionette" are used interchange-

ably in this thesis. The term "puppet" is universally accepted

for any type of moveable doll or figure, whether controlled by

a mitten covering the hand, by strings from above, or by rods

from below the stage. Webster's New International Dictionary

defines the word "marionette" as follows:
"A puppet moved by strings or by hand, as in a puppet
show.

"

Among persons who are familiar with puppets in all their

forms, the term "marionette" is commonly reserved for the

type of puppet controlfed by strings from above. Since this thes

deals with the latter type only, it seems penaissible to use

either form.

is
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VALUES IN THE Y/ORK

The value in the work for children of Junior high school

age depends upon many factors

.

FIRST: It coordinates with many of the subjects taught

in these grades. It is difficult to naT.e one department as

more important than any other in its heir) in perfecting a

puppet show. The English-: department may be called upon to

assist in the dramatization of the plays, and to drill in

the delivery of the speeches. Research wor> and reading in

the tibrary will be essential. The history department may

supTDly knowledge of the life, custom.s, and costumes of the

people who are represented. The art departm.ent may play a

part in the -mal^.ing of the puppet heads, the designing of

scenery and properties, and in the costume-design. The seirinp;

department may cooperate in the costume and stage hangings,

while the wood -working department will be indispensable in

making the puppet bodies, frame work for certain scenery, and

the stage itself. The music department will be called upon

to sup"oly incidental music. In one junior high school, more

fortun^^te than some others, a broadcasting club supplies the

equipm-ent which makes speech of the purjpeteers audible in

every part of a large auditoriu"^ without exertion on the part

of the puppeteer.

SECOND: In children's play, thought and emotion control

the body. '•hroug'-'' sue'-' a medium, as dramatics in sll forms,

these thoughts and emotions are crystallized into self-expressi

which is recognized as beneficial. In the puppet, the child

)n
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sees himself acting- The author has noted numerous instances

where a child v/ould lay dov/n his puppet and himself c?rry on

the motion he desired in his sina.ll actor, when such motion

became too complicated for the puppet as the cnild controlled

it. In fact, a desirable method of training the children for

producing a puppet play is to h.^ve the~ first reproduce the

action they v/ish in their puppets. Before the Three Bears

could coordinate in their morning setting-up exercises, it was

necessary for their three young puppeteers to repeat the ex-

ercises in rhythm with the music.

THIRD: In the puppet theatre the whole range of theatricajfL

art can be reproduced on a sm.all scale v/ith costs which are

within the reach of a very small income. This makes the

puppet-play available to all pupils in school, often at no

cost to the majority, while similar stage effects, costumes,

and lights on the large stage of the auditorium with boys and

girls as actors would be prohibitive in price both to the

producing group and to manj pupils. So, an appreciation of

good theatre may be instilled in boys 3,nd girls by means of

this tiny theatre with its miniature actors.

FOURTH: In a legitimate stage production in a children's

theatre, one of the values claimed is socialized activity. If

this is true in suc'-^ a production, it is ever, more so in a

children's puppet play. Upon the perfect harmony and cobperati

of the group depends the success of the play- -and the child

hardest to discipline in a classroom is often found the most

cooperative and resourceful in producing a puppet play. This

on
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VALUES IN THE WORK

topic will be fully treated later under the hea.ding: "Producini;

a Show."

FIFTH: In puppets all the elements of the theatre are

combined in tragedy, comedy, music, ballet, mimicry, and

burlesque. So, versatility is trained^ as v/ell es appreciation

of the best in the legitimate theatre and movies of later

life-experiences

.

FINALLY: Today, more than ever before, the use of leisure

time is becoming a problem. Educators the world over are

coming fast to recognize that their function is not merely

a proble™ of dispensing wholesale facts, but rather one of

character training, education for the use of leisure, and the

dispensing of knowledge as to hovr to obtain facts from proper

sources when needed. Psychologists urge self-expression and

dramatic action as desirable, since it plays upon the child's

native desires. -''-"The educational problem, then, is not the

introduction of the dramatic int " the schools—for wherever

there is a child, there sre dramatic doings—but it is, rather,

to get hold of the tendency in some vital, v/ell-organized way,

to direct it to something ahead, and to make it a source of

mental discipline, bodily control, social consciousness,

efficiency, and artistic pleasure. Noting the universality of

this instinct and observing the widespread love and delight of

old and young in histrionic performances. It is evident that

this most spontaneous, deeply rooted, usable mode of study and

expression cannot be ignored in education, and that to overlook
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VALUES IN THE

it is a tremendous v7-=ste of power." Therefore, when v.'e in-

troduce work with puppets, we are appealing tc one of the

most fundsraental of the child's interests and desires.

'.Vith this in mind, what more valuable training could be

given the child for use of leisure than the work with puppets?

It develops his dramatic expression, his artistic and creative

ability, his appreciation of the best in theatrical and stage

effects, his cooperation with his fellow pupils, his altruism,

in the thought of pleasure for others, and his imagination,

for without these factors, there could be no puppet show.

So, aside from, the sheer pleasure and play, the child

who works with puppets is getting valuable training for the

future

.

From ^:-"Play-!'.:aking and Plays"byjohn Merrill and r.'.artha Fleming
By permission of The !.Iacl!illan Gompany--1930--

First Sditbn.
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PORHaNG THE CLASS OR CLUB lo.

Choice of Members:

If any choice is given in the selection of meTP.bers of

the club, it should be lirr.ited to fifteen persons (less v/ould

be preferable) each with some particular talent v;hich would

make him a useful contributor. The following qualities are

useful in club members:

1. the ability to sew, to aid in costumes end stage
hangings;

2. the ability to work with tools, to make puppet
bodies, scenery, and the stage itself;

3* some knov/ledge or special abtitude for modelling
and painting faces

;

4. originality in artistic design to assist in stage
setting^

5» voice control for speaking parts;

6. both boys' and girls' singing voices;

?• a practical knov:ledge of electricity for stage
lighting. pur"QOseSj

8. a business knov/ledge, for advertising purposes
and detailed v/ork of selling tickets and handling
club money;

9. special manual dexterity and sense of rhythm, for
manipulating puppets-

10. dramatic and literary ability for selecting and
arranging plays

j

11. talent in the use of solo musical instruments, suc|i
as piano, violin, harnionica, etc.

Children can be taught by the simple procedure outlined in

the following pages to beoore more or less "Jacks-of-all-trades

but it is ell to have each with some outstanding quality

which fits hi.?, to handle some special phase of the work when
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it comes time to produce the puppet play. Often talents

v;hic.i have bec-n unrecof:nized corr.e to light and in such

discovery perhaps lies one of the s^satest satisfactions

to the club leader.

Procedure at First lie eting ;

The club should be organized in a business-like v/ay on

a basis of p-^rlia-m-entary procedure. The club leader may act

as tempora-ry chairman until one fro" the membership has been

elected. Much experience pro'-'ipts the suggestion that a

chairman be elected only temporarily as it is well to leave a

path, for use at the club ler-der's discretion, by which an

unsuccessful chairman may be removed after acquaintance v/ith

the group proves both to the and to the leader that some other

individual is better fitted to conduct club meetings. Again,

experience teaches that only under a business-like and. efficien

chairm.an does club business go to a successful conclusion, so

an inefficient chairman would better be replaced early in the

orgsnization of the grou.TO.

Few officers ?re needed, althoug'^ it would be well r.t the

first meeting to elect also a temporary secretary and a

temporary treasurer. The v^ord tem.porary is emphasized for the

same reasons stated aoove, in the discussion of the chairinan-

ship of the groun.

Several names for the grou^ should be suggested by the

leader, but actual choice should be left to a later m.eeting, as

many unique and original names may be found for such an

organization when various historical treatisfis on marinnettea

IL
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become familiar to ths group. An interestinp: example of this

is found in the title chosen for the Tatterman Marionettes,

a professional group, vfio are rapidly becoming as well known

in America a,s Tony Sarg. "The word "Tatterman" is a G-errnan

word applied to some of the earliest G-erman puppets.

Follov/ing this the m.eeting may be turned over by the

chairman to the club leader vvho m.-.' proceed in one of two

ways: i.e., either to give an inspirational talk on the field

of pupoetry, illustrated by dem.onstrating several actual puppet

or by beginning s;t once on the problems of making the ouppet.

If the lat er method is chosen, -orobably as satisfactory

a start as possible cai be made by outlining briefly rules for

modelling the head, then demonstrating with the modelling of soilie

selected subject, or illustrating by plaster-of p-ris models which

can be obtained inexpensively at artists' supply houses.

Before closing the first meeting, the chil^.ren should be

urged to decide befo:'-e the next meeting the type of puppet whic|i

each will m^ke and to come prepared v.'ith r^ictures cut from

mags-^inss or ne'-spapers to act ^s their guide for the actual

modelling. (Full suggestions are given in the following pages

for suggested puppet types.) If clay is not available as a

club property, each child should provide himself before the

second meeting wit'' a pound of olasticene, or similar

soft modelling clay and an orange-wood sticl', or ordin- ry meat-

skev^er, which may be obtained ::t no cost from, the local

•"uoiis ana i:'uppets"--Max von i:{oehn--Uavid McKay (Ju.

4X_
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meat shop.

This method of proceeding v/ith junior high school groups

has been found preferable to selecting a play and building

the Duppets to fit the selection. There are practical reasons

for this. The attention-span of children of this age is too

short to encompass the boundaries of a performance consisting

of one play of three or more acts. The better way seems to be

to have each child select and make his own mrrionette and then

build the shov/ around the completed puppets, malting it the

variety-type of production. This, of course, leaves the club

leader free t o suggest definite types of puppet which will

appeal to the child who has little or no originality and may

add something to the final production v/hich the instructor v/ish^s

to have demonstrated.

It was from such a suggestion that the pantomine productiofi

of Lliss :.:uffet and the Spider originated on the author's own

stage. To a child who was showing little or no progress in

club work, a sun-bonnet girl who m.ight be Miss r.uffet was

suggested. This puppet, the simplest type of cloth doll, v/as

completed and became quite the success of the final production

when she appeared in a pmk gown against a black background,

with a silver spider's v/eb suspended from center stage, and

ate her curds and v/hey from a sim.ple v/hite cup with a sili;?er

spoon wound with tinfoil. Finally, in tirr.e to the lilting danc^

music, the silver tinsel-spider descended, and after elaborate

maneuvering, with his little lead shoes,

—

"sat down beside her
and frightened Miss Muffet away".
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FORMING THE CLASS OR CLUB

and then, heartless creature, proceeded \vith a self-satisfied

tap-dance, until the curtains closed upon his glittering self,

vjlt'i his ten-cent diamond eyes winking farewell to the audience

Similarly, this leaves to the instructor the freedom to

suggest scenes from suitable plays. The present production, in

preparation at the moment of 'vriting, includes, for example,

a scene from "Peter Pan", and the balcony scene from "Romeo

and Juliet". The latter is to be caricatured, the actors

taking the form of the round-faced youngsters in a familiar

household soup advertisement. This v/ill lend an opportunity

for subtle humor as well as r.rtistic cost^ome and stage setting,

while the play will not become over- serious for the enjoyment

of children. After all, one must concede that whatever the

puppet's field as an educational means, he is first and

forem.ost a source of entertainment a.nd ainuseT.ent for young and

old alike, and when he is to play to an audience of children,

he must not beco'^'e too tragic an actor.

Suggestive Outline for a Year ' s Meetings ;

The following program is suggestive for a year's work

with pu^^pet clubs composed of .iunior high school boys and girls

It has been found thst children of this age worr very slowly

and that a complete show can hardly be steged before the

last week in :Iay. It will doubtless be found necessary to

work many hours in addition to the regular club period, if

this period is onl" of the regulation fifty-minute extent.

This program is planned for a thirty-eight week year.
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Which is the average for a Junior high school calendar. The

resourceful club leader will vary this to suit local situations.

This p?rticul?r program has been revised after six years

of experiment to its present form. For the encouragement of

any leader who finds the work dragging during the mid-winter

tem it is well to remember that nrofessional groups of

trained adults seldom try to produce a puppet show in less

than a year's time, and many groups will not attempt a show

with less than two years ' of pre:oaration. This involves often

full time work. Therefore the leader of a children's group

should not hope to see complete results much previous to the

third week in !.!ay. By keeping the action sim.ple and centered

on the character of the indi".*lduai '^unpeto, r.nS. by depending

upon the assistance of stage-settings, lights and music more

than is done by professionals, the success of the childrens

shov/ is assured.

SEPTEMBER:

1. Election of officers; Introductory talk by leader.

2. Lecture on modelling head, with demonstration.

3. Practice modelling. (It is assumed th::t child has
made a choice for a puppet type.)

OCTOBER:

1.)

•
At least three lessons are usually needed for the

)completion of the head models.
3.)

4. Demonstration molding of head. Molding of heads
for any pupils preps^red to work at this.
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NOVSMBSR: (papier-machi
( Lecture on materials for making: heads (plastic v/ood

1. (

( Demonstration of making a head.

2. Removing head from mold ajid combining parts.

3' Lecture on make-up.

4. Painting the heads

DSCST'IBSR:

1. Lecture on planning oody proportions

2. Planning body proportions. Perhaps some pupils
will be ready at this point to start making
bodies

.

3. )

) Bodies should be comr)leted and weighted
4. )

JANUARY:

1. Lecture on costuming puppets

2. )

) Costumes should be com:Oleted
3. )

4. Making controls

FEBRUARY:

1. Demonstration stringing of puppet

2. All puppets should be strung

3« By use of phonograph records pupils should practicf
controlling puppets and working in i^ythm.

4. Lecture on scenery. Each pupil should report
at next meeting his definite plans fir one act
with scenery.

MARCH:

1. General discussion and completion of plans for shof
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MARCH (continued):
2. )

)Making scenery, selecting musical numbers, etc.
3. )

4. Rehearsal

APRIL:

1. ) Rehearsals of Individual acts. A definite
) program should be planned by the leader. Sometimes

2. ) pupils will 7,'ork in separate grouios in different
) TDarts of the club room.

3. )

^

11

MAY:

4. Complete rehearsal without lights.

1. Lecture on stage lighting and demonstration.

2. Rehearsal wit i lights.

3^ Final rehearsal (others doubtless will be needed)

4. The Final Production.

JUNE:

1. Discussion of points for improvement of future
club productions.

2. Lecture on history of puppets.

3* Lecture on famous puppets.

Supplies

A children's song says:

"A strip of wood ani a lumD of clay
Will be a marionette some day."

This may be interpreted almost literally, for puppets

with great ch-ir^ often m8.terialize from the mere scraps from

an old rag-bag, with the assistance of a pen sjid inh for

outlining the features. Such puppets are described briefly

in the follov/ing pages. However, the puppet which taxes the
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ingenuity of the boy or girl of junior high school age is the

wooden-bodied puppet v/ith head of papier-mache or plastic

wood. I'o make these puppets more tools and equipment are

required. Much of the materials may be obtained in ten-cent

stores and one set of tools will usually serve the whole club

for a number of years, if carefully cared for. The following

list will be fo^j.nd useful in the ^ouppet worl-r-shop:

Tools

Coping saw blades
Gimlet or drill
Pliers
Vise
Hammer
Scissors
Modelling stick (or orange-wood stick, or meat skewer
Knife
Basin or pan) mixing T3laster-of-paris
Spoon )

^ ^ ^

Nails and Screv?s

Round herd iron machine screws, 1-6-3?
" " "

, 3/8-6-32
Nails 1 1/4 No. 16

" 1" fl-t head
" 5/8 No. 20
" l/4 No. 20 (very difficult to obtain but very

useful)
1 package carpet tp.cks
1 package thumb tacks

Paints

1 can (1/2 pint) gloss v/hite ensmel
1 can (1/2 pint) dull finish white
1 tube vermilion red
1 tube black
1 tube yellow ochre
1 tube blue
1 tube green
1 tube brown
1 pint turpentine
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Paints (continued)

India ink
Assorted brushes (or if one only is avp ilable--No . 4

artistes brush)

Mjrscellaneous supplies

3 ft. of 1/2 inch dov/eling
small blocl?: of soft pine wood or a cigar box
sand-paper (assorted)
adhesive tape
gummed paper
lead V7eights (or sheet lead)
glue
spool of IIo. 22 copper wire
two lb. plaster-of-paris
library paste
leather pieces (these may be obtained from a pair

of old kid gloves)
vaseline
black linen carTjet thread or fine fish-line (Cuttyhun|

No. VI)
plasticene (not less than one pound)

^

can of plastic v/ood (optional--r?apier mache may be
substituted)

crepe-hair to suit puppet
cotton for stuffing cloth puppets
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MAKING THE PUPPETS ao

Y/ith tools ?t hand and the type of puppet determined, the

pupils may either plan the body or make the head. In the

author's ovm viorV , the pupils usually pl-n the puppet in generallL

very briefly, and then make the head, leaving details of body

planning until the head is completed. However, adult artists

whose attention span is not so li'T'ited, ordinarily pkn the

complete puppet before beginning actual work. Since this

treatise is prepared with the adult reader in mind, the latter

method will be employed in the directions.

Bodies :

Body Proportions

Accurate body proportions would doubtless indicate

about eight head-lengths for an adult m.an, seven end one-half

head-lengths for an adult woman, and five and three-quarters

head- lengths for a child. The illustration shows this. KoY;eve|?,

t? simplify the matter for children it is easier to m.ake the

puppet seven head lengths for £n adult m.aji (with head three

inches from chin to crovrn); six head lengths for woman ( with

head three inches from chin to crown); and child six head

lengths ( with head not more than two and one-h£;,lf inches

from chin to crov/n) The illustrations show these proportions.

Two types of body may be chosen, either of cloth or of

wood.

Cloth Bodies

After body proportions have been established, cut

n piece of cardboard the correct size for the chest Diece.

Take a piece of wire and loon It a.a inrlicatec] in the diagram^

o» \ Tr<u Wop
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Pad this with cloth or cotton and cover v/ith "bandage strips or

with complete cloth covering. For the hips cut a piece of

cardboard the recuired size. Pad this to give the side view ,

as indicated, for the hips. V/eight at 0 with lead so that 19"

the puppet will sit properly snd not slide off of his chair.

Now fasten a band of cloth from chest (A) to hips (B).

For the legs , cut a piece of cloth about three inches

wide and a. little longer than the diagrair proportions for the

legs. 3e\-j this into a tube. Set in circles of cardboard

XL

at the knee as indicated in the diagram. This is to prevent

the knee froTi bending forward, thus giving it a natural motion

as the puppet walks. Sev/ a piece of tape .^t the back also,

to add to the natural effect as the puppet walks. (See

the diagraiT' at ) Add a lead weight at the knee and ankle beforp

stuffing the leg with cotton.

For the g.rms make a tube of cloth leaving a space of not

less than one-half inch at the elbov: without stuffing, and

weight arm at elbow and wrist with lead shot or a bEacelet

of sheet lead.

For the foot serw a taTDe where the foot is bent and put

a Diece of sheet le?.d into the soles. The foot should be

flexible to see-?, realistic. The diagram illustrates

how this is done. The whole foot may be covered with a stocking

or shoe tc make it seem natural. A psttern for the shoe is

indicated.

'<7ooden Bodies

There are Rpvpral suggestions for woodon bodioa



So-ft b'Vie^ 'd'0<i-\^
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If proper sav/s are not S'vailable, cigar-boxes make very

satisfactory bodies and are easily worked. If this wood

is used it vrill be well to ps.d the frame to give the puppet

proper chest and hip silhouette. The diagra- shows a cigar-

box body- frame.

If more elaborate tools are available and the child is

able to manipulate them, the illustrated body made of soft

pine is brobably the most satisfactory'". C^'^ "^""^^

For g.rms and legs , dov/eling should be used, -nd cut as

indicated. The joints may be made with leather strips set

in a gipoove and nailed with the quarter inch number 20 nails.

lor ed

For feet the illustrated Joint is probably as satisfactorjl

as sny. Feet should always have le^d soles to add to the

realism as the puppet v/alks.

H5.nds for either clot or wooden bodies are probably best

when made of wire and crepe paper, and painted with flesh-co

p aint. This hrnd is flexible and realistic and more useful

and attra-ctive than carved v^ooden hands. The hand should

measure from bs.ss of pal*" t"; tip of fingers, the same as

from the puppet's chin to the central line of the forehead. I

the child measures his own hand holding base of palm to chin,

he will recognize this proportion. Small-headed nails are dri

into a bo-^rd in a diagram the required size and copper v/ire

is twisted fro~ one nail to the next as illustrated to make

the fra'm.e. This is made firm by reversing the strip of wire

and entwining it among the fingers when the frame is completed.

ven
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llilAKING THE PUPPETS

Remove the frame from the nails, and wind with strips of

crepe paper one -quarter inch in vddth. Any color will do,

since the whole will be painted with flesh-colored paint,

finally- '7ith some practice a very beautiful puppet hand may

be produced. The child should be urged to study pictures

of hands at all angles and to become thoroughly familiar with

the shape of his ovm hand.

Unless arms and legs are weighted, the string will raise them

easily but they may rem.ain susoended in mid-air in most amusing

positions. Weights make both upward and dovniward movements

very realistic. The puppet's seat should be heavily weighted,

also. Otherwise, weights in the knees may pull him from

any place where he tries to sit and he will become a very

helpless fellow.

V/elghts

No puppet will act well unless properly weighted.

#)
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MAKING THE PUPPETS

Heads

:

The modelling clay must first be formed in the general

shape of a head. The face may take one of three General

shapes: oval, square, or triangular.

In planning the face, it is necessary first to lay out

the features.

The eyes should be located half-way between the chin and

the top of the head. The total width between the eyes is an

eye width.

The nose is located about half-way between the eye-level

and the chin vrhile

the mouth is slightly higher than half-v/ay between the

nose and the chin.

^
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MAKING THE PUPPETS

In Judging the lay-out for the profile , the e^^is , _

opposite the eyeorov/ and the nose. In most v/omen's heads it^

is not necessary to consider the ear since this is usually

concealed by the hair. With Junior high school pupils,

successful results have been obtained by advising them to

omit the ear in modelling the clay and add it to the

completed head later v/it'i plastic wood, if necessa.ry.

The modelled nose should be n-'rrov/ at the oridge. There

is a depression v/here the nose starts, which rises in a

bridge-work of flesh under the eyes, and extends up over the

nose. The illustration Yiill make tnis point clear. Nose

structure is best described by illustrations

The eye is always difficult for the beginner to model. If

sufficient study is m-de to have him reT-li-^e that the curves

in upper s.nd lo'."er lids do not come directly in a perpendicular

line, thus:

but rather at an angle, thus:
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MAKING THE PUPPETS

his main difficulty v/ill be eliminated. Simple drawings such

as the accompanying, study of the eye structure of his club

mates, and study of magazine ^Dictures will help to establish

the conce-otion of the eye details.
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MAKING THE PUPPETS

Mouth modelling will be the child's simplest problem, and

usually sufficient study of illustrations and life models are

all that he needs.

General age and sex comparisons will help the beginner as

the accompanying illustrations show. In an infant the eyes

are belov/ the median line, in a woman slightly higher, and in

a man above the median.

27
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MAKING THE PUPPETS

Expressions are in general obtained by emphasizing

straight l ines for serenity , do ward lines for sadness , and

upward lines for "lumor or impis'iness . '7ide-open eyes indicate

surprise, fear, or horror.
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LEAKING THE PUPPETS

Not enoucrh csji be said to urge the beginner to collect

all kinds of illustrative material fron newspapers, mag-'zines,

• Christmas cards, and advertising matter, so that he may have

an endless source of suggestions as to:

1. facial angles

2 . T/omen ' s heads

3. men's heads

4 . infant ' s heads

5. young children's heads, both

A. Girls
and

3. Boys

These are all illustrated in the follov/ing pages to shov/

the V lue which may be derived from pictures.
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MOLDING THE HEAD

After the he- d has been modelled from pl'- sticene or other

simil r material, it should be cut t?hrough a line extending

•
from the top of the head through the nee]-., about half way

from front to back. If ears have .-eer^ include! in the model,

the line m.ay go just in front or just in back of the ear. This

cutting can be best accomplished by using a piece of linen

carpet thread or fine wire.

The tv/o parts of the head are then placed, cut side down,

on a box cover, old tin pan, or Toiece of cardbo-^rd. Then

the head, and surrounding surface of ca^rdboard is thoroughly

greased. Liquid vaseline proves excellent for this, but the

vaseline paste serves the purpose. If the latter is used,

care should be taken ths.t it does not fill in fine openings

in the modelled clay so that the plaster-of-paris cannot

penetrate*

Finally, plaster-of-paris , mixed to a thin paste, is

poured over the head, and allowed to dry for from eighteen

t:; t\7enty-four hours. Then the plasticene is rem.oved and the

m.old is read;/ to be used v/hen it has been thoroug-ily greased

with the vaseline.

m
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MATERIALS USED FOR HEADS

The most successful material is plastic wood. This

hov/ever is somewhat expensive, and if cost is an essential

ite to be considered by the child, it may be prohibitive.

If iol?stic wood is used, the he,? 1 will be sufficiently firm

if the mold is lined with a layer from one-fourth to one-half

inch in thichness. This should be allowed to dry over nic:ht.

Usually it will be easily re oved. Sometimes it is necessary

to trim the edge of the mold with a safety-razor blade to

successfully renovs the head. If the hedd still clings to the

mold, the best way of seoarating it is to place the mold on

a firm surface a.nd hit it one or two shar;o blows with a

hsjrmer. This will crack the plasber-of-paris so that the head

will come out easily. Since tv/o puppets alike are seldom

needed or dtsi'>^«-^, the craclied mold is no loss. If plastic-

wood seems too exiDensive to the child, he rosy use papier-m.ache

ms.de in one of tv/o ways:

A. Strips of paper are torn frori one to two inches long,

and from, one-half to one inch in width. i3ro\Yn paper bags -^re

excellent material for this, and paper to"'9ls are satisfactory.

These strips may .-e soaked in a pan of water and then rem.oved

to a blotter or other absorbing surface. A mixture of paper-

hanger's paste is prepared previously. Then the mold is

carefully lined with a layer of pa^er, one side of which has

been covered with paste. Over this is put another layer of

parier, and so on, until the mold is lined to the depth of

one-half inch v/ith layers of paper and paste. The mold m.a^r

be pi a.Cfif] nn a ra.r31fi.tnr, ot in a vfiT»v a low nv.qn , until thp
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MATERIALS USED FOR HEADS

WAter has completely evaporated frorn the pa-pier-mache . The

head will usually shrink in this dryin^r process so that it is

easily removable.

B.. Papier mache may be mixed also by crumoling and sos'-'-^-

it in V7ater over night. Then it should be torn in fine bits or

rubbed to a pulp on a washboard. After it is sufficiently fine,

it should be put in an old turkis : towel to a sorb as much

water as possible- A paper-hanger's paste, of the consistency

of chocol- te-pie filling should be m.ixed with the paper in

the proportion of two parts of pul:^ to one prjrt of paste. If

the mixture falls apart, more paste is needed; if it seems

too sticky, more pulo is re'-^uired. The well-greased mold shoulc^

then be lined v/itn a Isyer of the paste-and-pulp mixture to

a thickness of one-half inch or more.

This type of papier-mache is such th: t he^ds may be

modelled directly fro:?, the mixture provided the club leader

is satisfied wit" a more or less caricature type of head, as

this mixture does not allow the careful modelling that plasticer|e

permits

.

"iThen the two parts of the head have been removed from the

mold, the edges are trimmed with a sharp knife or safety-razor

blade to make the fit fairly ST.oothly together. A strip

of copper wire, bent as illustrated is then placed between

the: and the cr^k cem.ented v/ith plsstic v/ood or papier-mi^-chd".

Cr^*—T "CD

T
'iVhen this has been dried, the puppet head may be attached to
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MATERIALS USED FOR HEADS

the body, and the costuire started; or the fp.ce may be painted

at once. It is cuite 'oossible to protect the puppet's costume

by wrapping it in tissue paper so that the paint v;ill not touch

it. On the other hand, wit'' children, paint is tre-i^.cherous,

so the author finds make-up best done iram.ediately after

the head is completed and before it is attached to the body

at all.

3U
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PAINTING- THE PIJPPST

The materials as listed previously (see pape \i ) include

turpentine, Doints, -?,nd :!rushes. In addition a piece of

window glass may be used for a oallet if one is not avalls.ble.

A smoc:-: or large apron is essential.

The skin xpaint should first be mixed. -i-'his is made by

startlne- v/ith a base of white paint and mixing int it a little

red, a little yellow, and a touch of blue. For v^omen, mix

a light skin-tone, for men, a d-^rker one. '^^hite enj.rnel house

paint is desirable as a base oecuse the gloss catches stage

lights and gives anim.ation to the puppet's face. Some puppet-

makers prefer a dull paint, and in this case flat white may be

chosen.

After the skin-tone h.?.3 been ect 'blishsd , the entire head

should be covered wit it. 'Text the rouge should be applied.

A slight addition of blue to the vermilion makes a more

na.tura coloring. A soot of this should be added hig ' on the

cheek bone and then blended into the cheek. The little finger

is a mo3t useful aid in blending the rouge witb the skin-tone,

^ne cannot be too fastidious about person.nl a^rpearance in

v.'orhinrj with puppets,)

In 8ye make-up, a shadow area should be placed over the

upper lid and beneath the brow line. This shadow should be

deepest over the eye and should blur off at the edge farthest

from, the nose. A sh-irp edge of color should be kept near the

nose and may even extend down t e side of the nose. For a

blonde -ouoDet, blue shndov/s nre best; for a brunette, an olive

green; and for a Touooet witb. let b1-c^- h-ir^ d^r^- pnnpip> nr-
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PAINTING- T^-IE PUPPET 3^

brown depsndinrr on the costume. Brown may be made by mixing

red, yellow, and green.

The brow should be line! v/ith brov;n or dull grey for a

blond, but never wit"-^ blacl^. A brunette may have a dark brown

or nearly blaclc brow, while blac> is reserved for puppets with

Jet blac:: hair. The brov/ should start very dar!: at the

beginning and then be gradually lined off. This may be

accomplished either by gradually narrov/ing the line as it goes

av/ay from the nose, or by blending it off into the flesh tone.

The lo'.ver lid should have a dark line near the nose but this

should be tapered and should not go the full eye width.

The iris of the eye may be m'^de blue with a darker blue

or bl-ck spot at the center. Sometimes the color is outlined

with a lighter line. The iris should not be made a coniplete

circle, unless the puppet is to shov; surprise or fright, but

should be -o -rtly concealed by the lid.

One of the most effective me::'ns of giving life to the

eye is the addition of a white spot to catcii the light.
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PAINT IITG THE PUPPET

The mouth make-up slioull hs.ve the ur:)per lip darker than thJb

lover. This car. be ac com'':)11 shed by mixing a tone and puttins^

it over the whole mouth, then adding a d-^rker tone to the

upper lio. This makes the blending natural.

Mo?^ trils should not be emphasized on a v/oman. They add

severity if added to a man's make-up.
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COSTUME

For ease in studyinp'- coBtu:'e it may be divided into three

parts

:

h.' tunic : This may include any gs.rment suspended

from the shoulders . The G-reeks mede a complete garment of

this. From the tunic evolved the olouse of the Russian, the

surnlice of the early Byzantine, an:l the bodice in more recent

costume. The tunic usually appeprs in indoor costume.

B. The Loin Cloth : Any hip suspension evolves from this

part of the costu e. In Egyptian costr-'-e this was short;

Indian peoples developed fro : this a short skirt, W'lile the

Hindu tied and knotted a saJS^ in front. In Medieval times

the skirt aopeared ^while in Jap: n this was modified to wide

trouserr- . The French bagp^ed the trousers -t the top, v/hile

tights bsp-ged 8t the too graced eerly English costume.

C. The L^antle : Any outer garment, cloel^ or car»e may

be included in this part of the costume.

Accessories :

Accessories to be considered are such things e.s shoes,

fans, jev'elry, snuff-boxes, etc.

Head-Dress ;

Head-dress includes wigs, hennins, and hats.

Costum.e Type

s

:

Co3tur-.e types may be grouped under

1. King 3. I/iiddle Class 5. Soldiery

2. ITobility 4. Peasant 6. Character Types
(Example- -faery

7 . Animals

)
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CQSTUIJE

Scale for Pu'opets ;

The scale for puppets must be small enoug'.i to fit them.

All buttons, jewelry and patterns in cloth must be planned

in proDortio" t"^ the little actor v/ho is to wear the-. No

accessory or toy should be selected merely because it is per-

fect in shaDe and attractive to look at. If a puppet uses the

nost perfect toy teler)hone, it is useless provided it does

not corpespond to his own scale of :eing. Thus costume

accessories m^ust be suita.ble in size.

Any cloth is co-rse for puppets. Therefore one would

not select burlap, bu rather linen for a peasant's costume.

One would not choose rajah silk, but m.oro delicate silk for the

queen, for heavy silk gives heavy folds all out of proportion

to the puppet who wears the costume. Folds should be tacked

to make the-n smaller. Vfrinkles should be sev/ed in a sleeve.

In a head-dress ? ve-. 1 should fall in miniature folds. A

_ costume may be dyed or v;et to dry in correct lines.

To make clot^"^ designs sma^ll enoup^i for the puppet, a

esign may be pl^-med t: scale, then cut out with, manicure

scissors and pinned to the cloth to be used. This should all

be pinned to a newspaper. Then, with a tooth-brusK or an

atomizer the dye may be spr-ryed over the stencil.

Suggestions for sewing :

No part should be hem.med which can be left un'iemmed as all

heT.s tend to become stiff when done on scales to fit the

r^uppets. The edre of the costuv.e may be cut by a dra.vm. threa.d

and then fringed a little. If a he is used, a toy chain may
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GOSTUIffi

be sewn in to add v/eight and suppleness to the edge so that

it will fall in natural-lookinr folds, and not stic:^ out in

ugly lines.

Pieces of p-per or clot should be cut to tr;' size and

fit of costuine before the actual material is cut. If the

marionette has a cloth body, sleeves may be sevni directly to

the body and not fastened to the armhole to allov/ free motion

of the arm. If the puppet body is of wood, of course the

sleeve must be put in the arr.-hole. This should be large

enoug'^- to per-nit the arm to m.ove freely. Sometimes it is

necessary to sev: the shoulder seams after the costure is on

the puppet, to insure perfect fit. The sleeve must allow

-mple roo .- for the ar'r. to bend. The m.ost co m.on error made

by persons inexperienced in puppetry is to m3.\e costumes so

ti.prht that mot:'. on is hampered. Only a freely-moving puppet

can act. MOTION, in capital letters, must be emphasized.

A specia"^ trousers pattern for puppets is illustrated as

trousers see the most difficult part of a costume to m.ake.

/
/ A c .

\ «
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COSTUIiS

To summa.rlze costumes ;

They must be mpde to scale in material, design, accessorie

and fit; and must be made very loos e to permit perfect freedom

of movement for the tiny characters who v.'ea,r the~ • Studying

the costume and planning it adds m.uc - t the child's historical

knowledge, idea of color, and sense of proportion, ^oys have

been successful to a msrked degree in planning and making

their own puppet costumes, but the author does not insist that

this part of the work be done by boys, since so^Tie have little

or no talent and others find excellent and efficient cooperatioiti

at home

.
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STRINGING THE PUPPET

The completed puppet should be stretched out at full

lengt:^ on a long table or on the floor. Strings should then

be attached to each leg at the knee, to the puppet's wrists,

to the puppet's shoulders (so that they cle'^r the outside

edges of the head) and to the v/ires in the head. Finally,

a thread should be inserted in the bacV: Just above the waist.

Carpet thread is satisfactory if the pupi^et is not t oo heavy.

If it is an unusually heavy puppet, fish-line m^.y be used;

Cuttyhunk, No. is satisfactory. If thread ic used, it is

v.'ell to choose a color harmonizing with the background against

v/hic'i the puppet is to appear. Black is r-enerally satisfactory

although against a light background, a grey or white thread is

preferable

.

If the puppet is to engage in ujiusual action, such as

fanning, or using a festher duster, extra strings are needed.

A bead or metal ring -ttached to special strings will make

it e-^sier for the amateur to control "trick" action. The

strings from the he?d wires should be at least 25 inches above

the puppet's head and the others should be stretched to this

limit. A taller child m.a;' use longer strings on his puppet.

Animals should have two strings in the back and others

where needed. These may extend t ears, to tail, or to legs.

For young children, anim.als wit'i stationery legs are m.ore

easily controlled than animals with moveable legs; so dogs

and cov/s must ju p and hoo onto the stage if they -re to create

amusing e^r, head, and tail m.otion later, because the child's

whole attention must be centered on the latter when it occurs
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•

•

and if the pu"o-oet's legs are .lointed the animal may find

himself stretched fl'~t on the stage before he can wag his tail!

The Control Stick me.y be a very simple one as illustrated

in I or the more complicated desif^n in II which allovs free

head motion.

For children of the age in question, the first design is

entirely satisfactory and much easier to ma'^e. The strings

should be wound in and out of n rro.v slits in the v/ood and shou

not be Imotted into holes or screw eyes as is often advocated.

The letter m.ethod ofte^: demsjids stopping the shov,' if a puppet

becomes tangled, while v/ith the former met'iod a fev? minutes

will straighten out a badly-tangled puppet in the hands of

an experienced club leader.

.d
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SUGGESTED PUPPET TYPES

Junior high school children are not always original,

but they are excellent imitators. It will be necessary,

therefore, for the club leader to have at hsjid numerous

suggestions for the type of Duppet which will be interesting or

amusing to make. The club le-der will need a number of picture^

to suggest ideas to the child.

The following list, when illustrated as they may feasily

be by newspaper and magazine clippings, make splendid thought

topics

:

A. Well -knc.Tn persons from history :

Examples: V/ashington
Lincoln
Joanne of Arc

B. TTell -known person s in the present day;

Examples: 77111 Rogers
Ed V'ynne
Greta Garbo

C. Characters from literature :

Examples: Ichabod Crane
Three Bears
Evangeline

Peter Rabbit
Lady I.'iacbeth

Alice in V/onderland
Peter Pan

D. Mother Goose Characters:

Examples: Hum-oty Dumpty
Little L'iss I.Iuffet

S. Pictures from Nevvspaper s and j^^^agazine s

:

Exam.ples: Any pictures which ?re of typical puppef
types

.

F. Cartoon Characters:

ExamTDles: Mickey Mouse
Hutt & Jeff
Buster Brown Uncle Sam
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THE STAPrTC

Types of Stage:

The simplest st-rge m y be made in the doorway between

two rooms. A drapery may be hung from the to*^ of the cToor to

wit^-in two feet of the floor. About tw^ feet back of the door

a soap box with tv/o poles Tay be Placed. Across t?:e poles hangs

a light drapery. The actors st?=nd on the box.

If no box is available, two chairs may be turned back to

the audience and a drapery hung across the backs.

A hat rack is needed t: suspend puppets v/hen not In use.

A simple rack for h=;nging puppets v/hich may be suspended from

two hooks is illustrated.

A satisfactory stage may be devised by two tables and a

folding screen. One table rr-ust be strong enough to hold the

puppeteers, the other may be a card table and the folding screer

may be placed betv/een them. The card table may be placed in a

door way and som.e light drr.pery suspended from the too of the

door- way well below the top of the screen. A piano benci may

be substituted for the card table and two chairs may be backed

up to it to hold the puppeteers. If this is done, a curtain

must be suspended from the backs of the chairs to the floor

to hide the puppeteers from the audience.

Construction of :.:oveable Stage ;

The stage in the photograph was constructed by using

the frame of an old black-board as a orosceniu.T arch.
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THE STAfrTg

Over this vjsls placed beaver board which was painted a neutral

beige. A rope was used for proscenium decoration and painted

with gilt paint to p.ive a festive, theatrical appearance. The

hemp absorbs sufficient paint to dull the gilt color so it is

not glaring. The prosceniuT. curtains were wine-colored outing-

flannel which gives warm, rich tones to the stage, while a

black back- drop serves as a neutral background against which

stage settings and puppets showed clearly.

A beaver-board floor rifr- v/ire frame t" hang the back

droo was fitted with hinges to the proscenium opening. Iron

gas -pipe v/as screv<ed into the stage floor to act as support.

The puppeteers used a strong table to stand upon^ and hung the

puppets to a ra.ck made of another discarded bl.?ck-board frame.

This stage is light, portrble, and stands wear and tear v/ell.

It is entirely original wit :, the author in conjunction with

the manual training teacher, and is here described to shov; the

reader that a simple, inexpensive, and portable st?ge may be

constructed with very little effort, using materials that come

to hand.

For a more substantial portable stage, three fourths, or

one-half inch gas-pipe may be used for a fr^me. This is joined

by this type of gas fitting —
y-f
—

The joint knows -s the U-bolt joint makes a very firm stage

also.

If wood is preferred for the fr me, fl^t white pine sticks

flat rather than squc remand wider tha,n they are thick should

be used. One-half by one and one-half inches is suggested for
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THE STAGE

the frame work. Wing ^-^^ nuts should be used to fasten the

v/ood together.

The structure of either type of frame is best illustrated

by diagram, which shows dimensions. Part A is for the puppets

t- stand upon; P rt B is for the ouppeteers. Detailed platform

construction is also best illustrated by dis^ram.s. These are

included to as'ure a ristid structure of the platform to prevent

buckling.

Floor for Stage :

For the stage described in the first paragraph of the

section on construction^beaver board is successful for the

floor, but for the heavier stage described in the next section

beaver board of the size required will curl. Canvas sags.

Plywood, of thin veneer is satisfactory if made in three

sections. It should be covered wit:: cloth to absorb noises.

(Puopetsl: bodies and feet rattle at times.) Suede cloth or

monks-cloth makes satisfactory covering. If expense is an

ite :: to be considered, old portieres dyed grey, green, or

black are satisfactory covering, for the floor.

The Curtains ; -

Suede cloth, outing-flannel, or sateen may be used. _

Sateen may need to be lined. Figured ma,terial is less desirabl

than Dlain colors. Neutral shrdes are prefer' ble. Dark red,

beige, brown, or "'rev are suggested. A narrov; chain inserted

at the bottorri of a wide he"- v/ill mnke the curtaAns hanr* in

definite folds.
A small sec-

tion of the
valance show-
ing how cloth

is pleated and
held between
two light bat-

tens. The bot-

tom is finished

with a fringe

^
See >^oVt| j3ec|£, U"^

lilTl
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STAGE LIGHTING

There are three uses for lights :

l* T£ illuminate the actor ; This first became

necessary v/hen the theatre moved indoors. The original Greek

theatre was out of doors--therefore , lights v/ere not needed.

The puppet stage is merely a small edition of the regulation

st^r^e. Therefore, many of the Scne rules apply to lig/iting

the puppet st?,ge th8.t ap ^ly to full-size stages. It is not

best to use foot-lights on a puppet stage. Strange effects are

produced on the faces and costumes of the tiny actors v:hen foot

are used. :'ore natural effects -r.re obtained >yj keening to

border ligiits, side-floods, and cyclorama lights. Side lights

u'oon a puppet are most effective v/hen used froT: belov/ rather

than froT above

.

2» T_o I] luminate s cenery : This is seldom necessary

in the -ouppet shov;. Nov; and then it .ecomes effective in

giving, some symbolic re-lisir to the situation, as for exair.ple,

in shov;ing the tiTie of day, or clouds in the sky. Scenery

illun''.ination may indicate the mood of the plcy. In the

sleep-v;alking scene, in '.acbeti, olue lights with proper

shadov/s and rays of v/hite light m.ay give the desired emotional

setting, for this moving scene.

oometixes scenery is lighted to give plastic depth. In

lighting steps, a light from one angle only brings out lights

and shadov.'s and makes for depth and realism in the star:e effect

In general, hov/ever, lights should be on the puppet and

not on the scenery, since all devices m.ust be used tc emrphasize

t:no tiny •vnnrlP". H.atnr--fl. t^-i ng w:--^lch is not alv/avs necessarv
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v/ith the flesh and blood actor.

1' Colorad lights ^ive desired effects. The effect of

light u"Dori costMH^e must alv/ays be considered. Amateurs, in

their enthusias.v t" use many and varied colors, must often

curb their enthusiasrr v/hen they see the results WDon scenery

and costume. No puppet play should be produced without a

full lif^ht-rehearsal after action, costurre, and scenery have

been completed. In general, upon blues, amber gelatin gives grfeen
blue " " blie,
purple " " olxBi
oreJige " " unpatis-

f.'-.ctory color

while upon red, green gel-^.tin gives black,
purple " " brown

,

magenta " " a satisfactory color ,

Magenta ( a m.ixture of red and blue, v/hich results in alm.ost

an orchid) is very good on many scenes and costumes.

Three^or possibly four^ gelatin color slides are all that

the amateur needs to supoly. These may be combined to obtain

many effects.

The most useful gelatin colors are : magenta
straw
cyne blue
green

these combined give the following results:

Strav; blue give green,
Magenta and straw give orange,
I'lagenta and blue give deep blue.

In planning st-:ge lights a source of light and a control

are essential. A box v;it;i Dlugs and switch buttons may be

made and fitted with a cover upon vifcich is a substantial handle

for convenient trans-oortation . Lights, gelatin, etc. may be
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stored in the ox when it is not in use. If a rheostat, v;hich

is rather expensive, is not av?ilable, a nischt-dimmer on a

regulation electric light socket makes a satisfactory substitut

for the small staj^e. Cardboard slipped slovly over the bulb

makes a f c irly satisfactory dimmer. A shutter made of tracing

t)a"^er over cardboard is also effective. If this,, is Dlaced in

increasing layers over feame sections, it oecomes increasingly

J'
efficient.

Puses prevent too much current passing through the v;ires.

If a fuse blows, one of two t-iings may be wrong: either there

are too m?,ny la:nps on the circuit, or there is a short circuit

in the wiring. A 10-ampere fuse is satisf ctory. '/7ires in

parallel —

>

have the advantage th t if one goes out

the others will continue to function. V/ires may be put in

series, but parallel is recommended.

o-
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SCENERY FOR PIJPPET 3TAGE

Completing the scenery for the puppet shov/ is one of the

greatest sources of satisfaction for the junior high school

child. It brings wif: it a definite thrill caused by creative

work carri.^d tc completion, v/hich is not exceeded in degree

of satisfaction by ajiy other achievement which the author

has experienced with children of this a^'e. Even the completed

puopet does not surpass the scenery in its popularity with the

group

.

Puppet scenery has a few points of technioue which must

be considered, due to the tyne of '"ctor with whith it is

used. The strings which control the puppet must be kept

constantly in mind in nlanning the scenery. There must be

as few 'Uttings to c.tch the strings as can be arranged. Trees

and -^ushes, for example, must not have realistic twigs 8Jid

boughSjfor some actor would surely become hung up before the

play had progressed far. Puppets usually enter from the side.

If a ck entrance is called for, the entrance must be at an

angle and never directly at the back, since the scenery must

be parted to allow the strings to pass.

A floor plan should be m.ade on the stage floor by using

wrapping paper cut t size of the floor, ^^ot less than six

inches should be allov/ed for a sp: ce v/here a puppet enters.

Preferably a wider entrance should be planned, particularly

when children are working the strings.

.:ais',r,s-t-

/
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The elevation of secnery should be planned by using brown

paper. Then the puppet should be placed on the stage to get

the relation of windows, balconies, doorways, etc., to the

height of the marionette. The ppper may then be placed over

card-board or fee raver-board and windows cut as indicated on the

paper plan.

Three types of scenery are to be considered: 1. Suspended
2. Framed
5. Plastic

Suspended scenery is the most useful of the three for the
< X

tiny stage. This consists of a flat piece of cloth, or

cardboard with a design, v/hich is suspended from the rod which

holds the back-drop of the stage. If cloth is used it should

be hung by rings which fit over a rod or by a frame which

hangs by hooks over the permanent back-drop. If cardboard is

used it may be framed in a light wooden frame and slid onto

the stage, resting against the frame work of the back-drop, or

it may be hung by hooks over the rod which supports the

permanent b?;c^' curtain. This scenery, since it is flat, does

not offer the danger of catching strings v/hich the other types

do. With a permanent back-drop of black, many interesting

scenic effects may be obtained easily and inexpensively with

variations of the suspended scenery just described. A panel

of bright cloth in oriental coloring may be the only scenery

necessary for an oriental dance. A window suspended may suggest

a roop\ ar in the living-room of the nphree Bears, or a suspende i

silver wet wilLmake an effective setting for Little I.'iss ::uffe||t

and the Spider. (^-^ p*^*. \i)
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Framed Scenery (called "flats" on the full size stage) may

be made accordin,cc to the illustrated diagram and be covered witlj

bea.ver board or cloth. An easy way to hinge it for the puppet

stage is to sev; (or nail) rings to the sections end alide a

rod through the rings. Small door hinges are also useful.

This scenery is useful but m.ust be properly supported and

weighted so thrt a string inadvertantly hooked across it may

not cause the collapse of the whole puppet v/orld.

Plastic Seenery is particulsr]^ useful as it makes inexpensive

and effective stage setting against a contrasting background.

This is three dimensional scenery such as steps, urns, and

columns. This, also, must be heavily weighted.

In painting scenery several facts should be observed. The

cloth should be sized, with a thin glue solution before painting.

Cloth should be left slightly sagged over framed scenery as

the sizing shrinks it a bit. It will be quite taut vrhen the

glue has dried. If taut before painting, the scenery may

buckle fro.n the strain.

Beaver board may be paintci. without sizing, but a wet

STDonge should be rubbed over the back of the be- ver board

to prevent its v/arping fro^n the v^et paint applied to the front.

Show card colors are best for scenery painting. Scenery should

be painted in a flat color.

For a sky scene, a complete coat of light blue should be

spread over the beaver board. After this dries, a sponge dippe^

in coral pink may be dabbed over the whole. This gives a

glowing, attractive skv effect.
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Wrought iron doorways and casements may be effectively

shown by cutting a design in black oil cloth and pasting it on

to a car'5board background.

Appliqued scenery may be made v/ith tarlatan upon v;hich

ssteen is basted. This is effective for forest scenes. The

tarlatan may be used several times. Usually a rod (perhaps

of light dov/eling) is basted into the lower edge of the

tarlatan to hold it firm and straight. Tarlatan scenery may

giv^ a fairy-like effect. This scenery is usually suspended

on a bar higher than the puppet control. A towel-rack of the

bar type may be attached to either side inside the proscenium

arch. Such a rack makes useful suspension for scenery near

the front of the stage, and may even be used for supportin g a

resting puppet while the puppeteer is engaged with another acto
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STAGE FURNITURE

First, all furniture should be weighted so it will not

fall over or it should be tacked directly to a thin floor ^d

the whole set may then be easily placed and removed.

Stage furniture must always be mrde to fit the puppet.

Toys from ten- cent stores may be mo;-t attractive and true to

form, yet may be altogether v;rong for a puppet stage because th>

are out of proportion to the size of the puppets.

Chairs should be mrde witi the seat slightly short of the

height at which the puppet's knee bends.

Tables must be in proportionate height. The table should

be belov; the waist and above the knee of the puppet.

Doors must allow pur)pet strings to p.?ss through. This

may be ac lom-o] i by setting one "oiece behind another. (Sct viu^

Fire-placesshould always be et the side of the stage, (s«c;o

never at tie b-^ck. Have logs glUed to a piece of c£rdboa.rd

for ease i.'^: transoortation ?5nd accurr.cy in stage setting.

(The fire, by the way, should always be more orange than red.)
^

A clever device f r^r making fire seem to flic'-er is t o build

a rotating wheel with slots over v/hich magenta and amber gelati

alternate- This may be turned slowly before an electric lamp

in a stationary socket at the rear of the fire-place. Incident

such devices as this furnish one more occupation to be divided

among club members. Here it is weil to say that the club leade

must always see that each child has som.e responsibility about

a shov/, no mpf er hov/ small the p- rt may be. Sometimes upon

the slightest-seem.ing efforfi and cooperrtion depends a great

nart of the success of the sho^-. In Jack-and-the-Bean- 3 talk,

1

•Ft

1

^iiy,
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for example, the boy v/ho snored for the -•iant probabl;/" scored

as muc'i of a hit as any one me^^.ber of the cast; although he

v.'as never seen by the audience^ the enthusiasm with which he

v/orked was charniine;.

Ca.ndle sticks may be made of sealin?r vrax and matches, or

of modelling clay. They should be fastened to the shelf of

the fireplace or to the ta;:>le.

If couches Y^ith Dillors a pear, the pillows should be

securely fastened so thrt they may not fall v,'hen the little

wooden lady chooses to recline.

Vgriation may be made so thrt the same piece of furniture

will serve oeveral purposes. A bench, for example, might have

a different design on e-'^c"^ side; it might serve I'^ter as a

platfor" by throwing a piece of cloth over it.

A collection of pictures from magazines, Christmas cards,

and advertising material wil" be invaluable to club members

to suggest sta.ge setting and furniture. Files of such illustrations,

under the following headings, might be mpde:

51.

A. SCEITERY 3. FURNITURE

1. Back-drops 1. Beds
2. r.Iodel stage sets 2. Candles
3. Lighting Effects 3. Chairs
4. Castles & Turrets 4. Doors P: G-ates
5. Churches 5. Fireplaces
6. Christmas 6. Flov7ers
7. Houses 7. Tables
8. !-Iouce-tcps o Small properties
9. Landscapes 9. Ships

10. Sign-posts 10. Trees
11. Street Scenes 11. "'ebs
12. Winter Scenes
13. Other Countries
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PRODUCING A SHOW

Selectinpr. the Play

For children, a seri=:s of short acts sef^ms the best

program. This has been "oreviously mentioned in discussing the

making of the puppets. The program should be adjusted so that

it includes hotn comedy and spectacle. The order in which the

acts should appear will be most successful if the following

arrangement is follo\ved as nearly ?s possible:

Act should ce an act of niuch motion, with little demand

upon the mentality of the audience. This should not be the

best act of the program..

Act should be a contrast to Act I, perhaps a.n act

outstanding for its colorful setting.

Acts III and IV should be easy acts. A short slaT)-stick

act such as I.'.utt and ^eff might be placed in this position.

Act Y. should be the best number. This might be an act

from. Peter Pan or one from Romeo & Juliet.

Act VI might be a pantomime such as little I.:iss Huffet.

The finale should be a colorful spectacle.

A good general rule to follow in planning the production

is: place first a light amusing, act, and fin-lly one of the

most impressive. This puts the audience into a receptive frame

of m.ind at the beginning and sends them av/ay pleased at the

end of the performance. Then, psychologically, they will be

inclined to forgive and to forget mdnor errors and omissions

in the middle. This rule should not be interpreted to indicate

that slipshod, careless work should be accepted from children

in planning their show, but it does give the club leader an
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opportunity to shade the effect of acts v/hich are not so well

done as so^.e of the others may be. If the leader Insints on

high standards in his show and makes it quite clear to the

children that v/orli carelessly done v/ill not be included in the

fin- 1 production, remark?bly fine acts v/ill result.

Always use a puppet announcer. The more a-musing he is,

the better. A clov/n makes a splendid announcer.

If the club members are in thEir second year in the v/ork,

a one-- ct or -? three-act play may be attempted. There are many

excellent puppet olays already prepared for puppets (cf. biblio^^raphy

)

Nevertheless, part of the fun v/ith puppets comes from using

one's ov/n ideas and originality in preparing the plays. The

Three -ears in their conventional story are alA?ays acceptable

to an audience, but hov? much more enthusiastic the audience

becomes when the curtain rises on the Three 3ears in bed, with

the Baby wide-av/ake , and F-ther snoring heavily, ea.rly one

morninp: in Spring. :.Tien Father fina"'_ly rises and turns on the
<

radio, and all Three Bears begin to do their settinfr-up exerci ses,

the audience fairly shouts v/ith iaughter.

Types for dramatizing

Nursery stories are alv/ays good material for puppet plays

""/ell-knov/n selections from literature dramatize v;ell. Children'!

seeT to enjoy things with v/hich they are far.iliar. A sug^-estivo

list is:

(Beauty and the Beast
(Rumple stilt skin

Fairy Stories (Sleeping Beauty
(Snow '.'niite

(Jack and the Bean Stalk
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Literature

(Peter Pan
(Evangeline
(Iliav/atha
(Scenes from Romeo &. Juliet

Adapting Plays to Puppets ;

1. The ch.?racters must first "be introduced to the audience

This may be done either hy direct introduction before the

curtain, or by careful introduction in the course of the play,

in the manner of the legitimate play-writer.

2. The story must be told quickly * Puppet action must

be rapid and enerrretic Too much talk, v'if.i little or no

action, may be successful with flesh-and-blood actors, but

never v/ith puppets. In motion lies the puppet's secret of

success

3« The audience must fee l satisfied at the close of the

play. "Try your Dlay on a fellov/ student before it is tried

with your puppets," is a good motto. If he expresses satisfaction

with the "olot, doubtless the ground has been covered.

4. Animals should be introduced for humor. They always

add to the pleasure of the audience.

Directing the production ; After the play has been selected

1. The action must be decided upon first . This should

be carried on by the children in pantomime at first, while the

play is read to them. Successful puppet shov.'s v/ith children

are often produced v/hen one set of children re-^d the play whil^

another set work the puppets. This helps in cooperative experience

for the child. Som.etim.es one child alone may be the reader.

2. Exit s and entrances should be varied to avoid m.onotony.
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If one puppet enters from the left, the next entrance had best

be at the right, if it can be so planned.

3» The major puppets should be kept in the cente r of the

stage, while subordin te puppets are kept at the rear.

4. A type of action for each puppet should be determined

whic'i is decidedly his ov/n. For ex mple, s certain Aladdin

never failed to corr.pl'-in of his ti.^ht shoes.

5« The speaking T^uppet is always the moving "puppet . "^^he

others must be kept still so that the audience may be sure v/ho

is doing the speaking. This is probably one of the hsrdest

things to impress upon children.

6. Puppets m.ust alway s over act • Small gestures are not

seen. Strings must be really pulled , not m.erely touched.

7. One voice must always be heard for the same puppet . It

becomes necessary, sometimes, for actors to exchange puppets.

Actor A m8.y take the puppet from Actor B, but Actor B continues

to speak for his o-'ii pupoet w::Lile A may be controlling the actio|i

8. Before any play is put to rehearsal it is v;ell to line

the 'children up, each with his omi puppet, and give simple

directions which are follovjed by all puppets in unison. This

teaches the child contro"' of his puppet and coordination.

Finally, several puppets together may take part in a pantomime,

follov/ing simple directions spoken by the club leader, for

practice in controlling Duppet action.

9. Several children may v/ell help in direct ing a play . Her^,

as in many other things, "two heads are better than one"^ and the

suggestions of the children fehemselves are often priceless contr .butions

to the show.
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The foregoing paragranhs have clung closely to the

mechanics of making snd dressing the tiny people, and finally

putting the-r int ction and ciolorful settings. All of this

leads to the delightful finale which permits excursion into

the realm of the fantastical. Much connection is constantly

noticed between the productions of the miniature stage pnd thos(!

of the legitimate stage. "lach may learn fro" the other# .

In realities are the two connected. They part v/hen the tiny

actors go gaily dancing away into the land of giants, dwarfs,

and angels, and cause these to appear in amazingly life-like

embodiment

The puppet-enthusiast finds himself surrounded v/ith a

charT.ing host of tiny co-panions, each one as individual as any

flesh-and-blood actor, end eac;-: one as temperamental as the mos

highly endowed theatrical star. In dealing with these tiny

wooden people com.es a v/eeLth of satisfaction in creative work,

a sense of pleasure in the Joy given to others, a. feeling of

responsibility in the standards of theatrical judgm.ent v/hich

m.ay be instilled into children, ^'inallj^ there is a definite

reward in hours of haopy leisure far remiOved from a v/orld of

threatening political and economic struggle, in a world of

imegination which becomes truly an atmosphere v/here art becom.es

creative bot " in for n and in exriression.
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NOTE: Unless otherwise specified the books in the

following list are of the first edition. It appears that the

nature of the subject is such that it falls into the classification

of artistic and vocational subject matter. The demand for the

books is apparently less than it is in literary, historical,

or scientific subjects, therefore making secondary editions

unnecessary in most cases.

Books and magazine articles marked with one star have

been consulted by the writer.

Titles marked with two stars seerr. to the writer particularly

valuable for the beginner.

The miscellaneous group (pages 76 to 77) are very brief

articles, unsigned articles, or articles difficult for the average

reader to obtain (cf. The Journal edited by Gordon Craig in 1918.)

The Bibliography with Boston Public Library numbers (p. 78)

is added for the convenience of persons who wish to look up material

available locally without too much effort or time. It is

Interesting to note how liruited the reference list is in so

large a library on a subject so fascinating to children.
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